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SPACE ENVIRONMENT PRESENTS THINGS AT THE

YELLOW HOUSE

59 Macleay Street, Potts Point; not far from Kings Cross; enquiries 31.6479
OPEN Wednesday, Thursday, Fridays 8:00PM, Weekends from 1:00PM to about Midnight

FIRST NIGHT NEXT THURSDAY, MARCH 9 of

EXPANDED FILMMAKERS CINEMA

beginning with the most unusual feature film ever made in Australia, a 90 minute film
poem shot on Sydney locations, EXOTIC, EROTIC, KALEIDOSCOPIC, a mind expanding
colour experiment directed by Albie Thoms *** "MARINETTI" ***
"when making a film I sometimes feel that the film has taken over and is making
itself. When it is complete it is there for people to experience. But it can't
talk back, communicate beyond its content, so people have to try and understand
it as it is. See it over and over if necessary."
Albie Thoms will be present to discuss his work after the screening.

THE FOLLOWING THURSDAY, MARCH 16 - (THEN EVERY THURSDAY AT 8:30PM)

Three filmmakers will be presenting their work,
Jane Oehr - "EASY RIDER GOES TO WOODSTOCK" **** Who is general westmoreland?
is wavy gravy edible? what has artur rubenstein got to do with a hundred US freaks
and the pursuit of nudi-y, love and acid???? a film about another culture
in the making****
Judy Bray - "THE CHANGING HEART", 9 to 5 and an hour for lunch. Been to Australia
Square to perv on the birds over coffee? Groped on the grass in Hyde Park?
a penetrating look at the needs of and amenities for thousands of city workers
at lunchtime.
the ubiquitous Aggy Read - "FAR BE IT ME FROM IT" #0%&& uses erotic images to
explode sexual obsessions, home movies footage to destroy sentimentality
and ruthless @%%#+% editing to break through movie cliches. An unforgettable
biography-in-film including scenes of the incredible shrinking exhibition at
the yellow house. **** ****** ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* *******

OTHER CURRENT ATTRACTIONS INCLUDE

Saturday afternoon PRIMITIVE DANCE/MOVEMENT CLASSES (touch and sensitivity theatre)
no previous experiences needed for guidance by one of our most sensitive, leading
choreographers, Chrissie Koltai. More participants wanted ( its great for toning up
your body and your senses) Phone bookings 31.6479.

Exhibition of drawings for sale by the nomadic Chester Harris, lately returned
from other lands and work for London Oz.

CONTINUOUS Vintage Film Screenings: THE MARX BROS., CHAPLIN, LAUREL & HARDY,
HOPALONG CASSIDY, 1930's CARTOONS, ANTI-DRUG FILMS ETC. ETC. new programme each week.
Continuous rotating exhibition of things for sale, MARTIN SHARP paintings & posters,
RENE MAGRITTE lithographs & drawings, PHILLIPE MORA paintings etc.
The Incredible Stone Room, Ellis d Fogg Lightness Monsters, and so on.....
COMING SOON: a one act play on the futility of war "PICNIC ON THE BATTLEFIELD"
by ARRABAL; a photographic exhibition by Chris Josefsen.

And you get all this for one dollar membership, payable on admission.
members are encouraged to take an active interest and exhibit their work or
use their building in any way, for plays, concerts, environments, rehearsals or
anything at all. NO judgements as to 'artistic merit' are made, we want everything
from your collection of garbage and debris to a childs uncontrolled finger painting
to whatever is in your mind. Do it, now.